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Clubnight
Cancelled until further notice

THE BIRTHDAY BOX !
On our April birthday celebration list we have Antony Cox, Joyce Manktelow and
Lee Craker - many happy returns to you all!

Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributor and not necessarily those of the Boundless by CSMA, North West London
Group Committee or those of the Editor. In addition, articles on maintenance, etc. are published in good faith and no liability can be accepted
by the Boundless by CSMA, North West London Group Committee or those of the Editor for the accuracy of such contributions or for damage
or malfunction arising from their use, no matter how they are used.

Visit The Big End on the Internet - http://news.boundlessevents.uk
Boundless North West London Group
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Editorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thanks to Ian and Doug for both submitting articles on what must be the two last motorsport events
held.
This rather nice piece of engineering is in fact an
espresso machine, and as they say, if you need to ask
you can’t afford it! Oh as you ask so nicely, these
German made machines start from £9K for a basic V8
version, with the option of V10 or V12 models. You can
have a carbon fibre one or even a 18-carat white gold,
diamonds, amethyst gems and gold leaf covered one
(if you’re that vulgar).
It is a shame that all activities in the country have come
to a halt but if it results in the saving of a lot of lives,
then it would be something to accept. We just have to
hope that things can recover quickly and not too much
damage done to the country.
I’ve moved back to working from home but couldn’t remember how my work stuff and home stuff
co-existed, as the equipment used has changed over the intervening years. Luckily I have managed
to be able to share some of it, so I don’t have to move cables and plugs around, just now have to
switch one off before switching the other one on.
As you may now have less time for other social activities, why not please think about writing an
article, as I’m going to need something else in the newsletter to keep you amused when reading
future editions.
If you are interested in Table Top rallies, then there is a special one being planned for April to keep
you busy during lockdown. If you want to have a go, have a look at https://tabletop.ity.me.uk for
details. The entry fee all goes to charity.
The Brooklands AutoSolo was hard work to organise, but the nice weather for setting up on the
Saturday certainly helped a bit. Running a 50 car
entry also saw quite a few entries pull out in the
run up to the event and I ended up using all the
reserve entries. Staying overnight near the venue, rather than making a return trip around the
M25/M1 was a good idea, although the early start
in the morning meant no breakfast in the hotel.
Still a lot of “paperwork” to do in the evening, but
thankfully no printing required. Managed to go for
a walk and get some nice fish & chips for supper.
Keep safe and we will let you know as soon as possible of any events that are getting organised.
Mike B.

NOTE: Deadline for contributions to the May newsletter is Thursday 23rd April
The Big End - April 2020
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Chairmans
book
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
First, a big thank you to all of you who came along to the AGM last month, it really does make a difference
when one is not talking to an empty hall. It was especially nice to see Ted and Joyce there as well and we all
appreciated the effort they made to come along.
I will take this opportunity to thank all my fellow officers and
committee members for agreeing to remain on the committee,
although given the current circumstance one might say our
workload it somewhat less now
Another thank you to Anne for the quiz after the AGM and for
providing the nibbles!
Last month I navigated John Bryant around Pete and Graeme’s
12 Car rally, and despite having two punctures, we still managed
to come 3rd and I am now an expert when it comes to changing
wheels on a Golf! Unfortunately, our 12 Car on the 3rd April has
been cancelled due to the Coronavirus crisis, so the March one
was the last one for now until next year.
As things stand, at present the first stage rally of the new season at Weston Park last weekend looks like it
could end up being the first and last of the season, as on Monday, Motorsport UK announced the cancellation
of all permit events until the end of April and this was then extended on Tuesday to the 30th June! Doug and
I had a good run out, although it was extremely slippery at times, and we had a scary off along the grass when
we lost the back end going over the brow of a fast right! Hopefully you will find Doug’s report elsewhere in
the newsletter.
Apologies for having to cancel all club activities for the next couple of months, we will review things in May,
but it seemed the only sensible thing to do and this has now been reinforced by the government anyway. For
those of us working, life has now changed and I am working from home for now, not quite certain yet how
many of my sites will still be working but we have mixed messages for
construction work , so dealing with it on a day to day basis for now.
Well, at least the list of DIY jobs might get a bit shorter!
Now that the Sprite was run in, I took it to the rolling road last Monday
for a full tune up and the good news was that it gave out 235bhp. We
then put on the second silencer box (which achieved an extra 10bhp
last time) but then disaster, as it threw a rod out the side of the engine
block!!! A big end bolt on number four cylinder apparently, which also
cracked the sump and took out the starter motor as well.
So, deep breath! The Sprite is now back at Frontline once more having
the engine out, to return it to the engine builder, so that they can try and
establish what went wrong. Having only done 500 miles since the
rebuild, as far as I am concerned it’s not my problem, just glad I wasn’t
driving it on a track day when it happened. Just as well the May track
day is cancelled along with everything else it would seem.
I understand that despite some minor problems with the new system of timing on the mobile phones, the
Brooklands AutoSolo went extremely well and had a full entry of 50 cars. Hopefully you may find an article
elsewhere in the newsletter, as I know that Ian certainly had fun in his Chevette.
With the continuing health crisis, do please look out for emails from us in regard to forthcoming events,
certainly once the crisis is over we hope to get things moving again, quite when that may be, who knows, but
in the meantime, please keep safe and follow the government’s guidelines as best you can. Hopefully better
news next month.
Mike H.
The Big End - April 2020
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Secretarys
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The annual general meeting of North West London Group took place on the evening of Tuesday 3rd
March where are Officers and Committee were voted back ‘en bloc’. This means Mike H is
Chairman, Doug is Treasurer and yours truly is Secretary. The committee is made up of Mike B (also
newsletter editor), Anne G, Lorraine, Pete G, Ian and Gwilym. A useful discussion took place
regarding future group activities but unbeknown to most of us the world was about to be turned on
its’ head!!
Fortunately, Pete and Graeme managed to squeeze enough entries to run their 12 Car rally on
Friday 6th and a good event was enjoyed by all although Dave Smith had a bit of an adventure as
closing car when his vehicle succumbed to a rather deep patch of water. Luckily Mike B was nearby
and turned up to tow Dave out and just about get the motor running again, although I believe Dave
encountered a precarious drive home!
Mike B ran a superb AutoSolo at Brooklands where Trevor, Gwilym and I were due to scrutineer the
50 car entry. At around midnight the previous evening, Motorsport UK put out a directive stating that,
with immediate effect, scrutineering at motorsport events is no longer required due to the Scrutineer
being required to ‘touch’ the vehicles and this was no longer considered ideal. It turned out that we
just had a cursory glance over the cars just to make sure they were safe. The event itself went well
but there were a few niggles with the ‘mobile phone’ timing system which occasionally decided not
to play ball! All in all, a great day enjoyed by the competitors.
A few days later Motorsport UK put out a further directive cancelling all event permits until the end
of May which has more recently been extended to the end of June thus curtailing all UK motorsport
activity for the foreseeable future. At around the same time our Chairman decided that NWL
should act responsibly and cancel all our activities until, at least, the end of May – this will
be reviewed as time progresses – please watch this space!
It would be nice if our planned June and July clubnights were to go ahead as these are both outdoor
events being a walking treasure hunt and the Two Brewers scatter run, but only time will tell! Fingers
crossed the first NWL motorsport event could be the Paddock Autotest on August 9th.
It is unfortunate that a number of super ‘Member Events’ were being planned by our staff at Brighton
and many of these will go by the wayside. The events programme for 2019 was extremely popular
and attracted many members and it certainly appeared that the 2020 offerings would have done
even better.

That’s about it for now – please keep safe and well and follow the guidelines!!
Alan T
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North London Region (NEL / NWL / TV)

Motor Sport Coordinators' Bulletin

April 2020

Date Day
Event (Status)
Type of Event
Club
Champ
Apr Fri 3
* 12 Car Rally (Cm)
Navigational rally
CSMA NWL
Region
Sun 5
* April Solo (Cm)
Cross between autotest/sprint
FDMC
Sun 19 * Juniper Autotest (Cm)
Tarmac autotest
CSMA NEL
MSUK/BTRDA
Sun 26
Bocardo Autosolo (Cm)
Cross between autotest/sprint
Oxford MC
May 9/10
* Miglia Quadrato ()
City of London treasure hunt
UH&ULMC
Sun 24
Gravel Autotest (Cm)
Loose surface autotest
Bedford CC
Jun Sun 14
Greenacres Autotest (Cm) Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Licence required: (I/Nat/Inter/Cm) = MSUK Licence, (C) = Club Card, () = Nothing, * = Regs available
Past Events
March 12 Car Rally The event was looking a bit suspect during the weeks before due to a lack of entries, but enough
appeared to make it worth running. Unfortunately some over running roadworks caused one section to be altered and
the weather caused another when a road was found flooded and a divert around it hastily made. It was good that all the
competitors got around ok, just a shame about the course closing car. The organisers hadn’t told the closing car directly
about the re-route, but told the marshal at the previous control to advise them about it. For some reason, the marshal
left after the competitors and didn’t stay for the closing car, so when the closing car got to the flood, they rightly assumed
everyone else had gone through it. They realized something was wrong when the water started coming over the bonnet!
After a tow out, and then a tow start, the car got home and the engine seems to be ok but it is most likely going to be
damp inside for quite a while.

Brooklands Autosolo With a full entry and some tight timescales, it was always going to be a challenge to get
everything completed on time. Thankfully the competitors got all their runs completed and didn’t really see the problems
I was having with the timing system to start with. Eventually it settled down and the results got done easily from an
organisers point of view. The rain late in the day made it a lot more slippery than normal. Thankfully the tests weren’t
tight, having moved the gates slightly in the morning, even though I got the LWB Mercedes Sprinter through.
Future Events
Everything else is now cancelled or on hold to later in the year. Most events thinking about running later will most likely
find no free dates or the calendar too congested. We will just have to wait and see what can be run.
Mike Biss: NLR Motor Sports Coordinator
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The Brooklands Autosolo - 15th March
A damp morning greeted us as we left home to compete in the Autosolo at Brooklands on the 15th
March, as we suspected this was to be the last weekend any Motorsport UK permitted event would
run and Mike Biss and his team had some added stresses to cope with other than a little moisture
in the air. Social distancing was the buzzword and everybody seemed to comply and keep their
distance and no handshakes or pats on the back seemed to be exchanged. A chance to compete
at Brooklands and an opportunity to wander around an Aircraft and Motor Racing museum that was
almost deserted was too good an opportunity to miss so Lorraine and I put in our entries.
Lorraine used my daily car my Sirion Rally and I dug out the
trusty Chevette, which much to Alan Thurbon’s amusement,
showed signs that mice had set up home under the spare
wheel and had dined out on the sound deadening as well as
fashioned a bed out of it. We never did discover if the
stowaways has abandoned ship before the event but they
were in for a wild ride if they remained, although were not
listed as passengers.
Scrutineering done and back to the paddock with the obligatory” parked on the banking” photo for the various Facebook pages of car groups I follow.
Our first stint saw us marshalling test A and a chance to see
where our fellow competitors were sliding about on the
greasy concrete and thankfully clearing away the moss and
gravel. The Chevette is sporting a complete new exhaust
system which
had received
four coats of
stove
paint
prior to fitting. They are a rare part now so I wanted to
preserve it for as long as possible or at least until the
standard 1256cc engine gets swapped for something
more powerful when time allows. 54 BHP doesn’t
really compare to the 107 BHP quoted for the Sirion
such is the advances in engineering for a normally
aspirated 1300 cc class car. Add to this all the creature comforts and reliability from the Daihatsu that
having no power steering, electric windows and only
4 gears took some getting used to.
The odour of stove paint still hardening filled
the car as I set off for my first run followed by
runs 2 and 3 of test A, 3 clean runs with no
penalties happy with that. Test B was like an
anticlockwise run of test A and again 3 clean
runs no penalties. Who needs power when
the little Chevette danced between the cones
much to the amusement of Gwilym, John and
Mick at the finish control. We had a fair
amount of rain fall before test C which really
did change the conditions allowing me to side
swipe a couple of tyres but as these were non
penalty markers it just added to the fun. Lorraine running the Sirion in 4 wheel drive had
The Big End - April 2020
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no such dramas. She finished 2nd lady and a
creditable 39th out of 51. The Chevette ended up
11th overall and first in the pre 1980’s class,
which given the might some of the Triumphs and
Mini Coopers was a fair reward for some hard
work before the event and in between the cones
on the event.
We finished our day with a quick wander over to
stand under Concorde and gaze in wonder at the
incredible feat of Anglo French engineering and
much missed Queen of the skies she was.
Many thanks must go to Mike and his team for
putting on the event in difficult circumstances. It
was like a real family outing with so many Boundless members there on the day.
Who knows when the Chevette gets wheeled out in anger again. Stay healthy everyone.
Ian O’Connor

David Owen Historic Stages Rally – 14th March 2020
This was to be the first round of the HRCR Old Stager Historic Tarmac Stage Rally championship
and could potentially be the last Stage Rally of the year, as on the Sunday MotorSport UK effectively
halted all future events due to the Coronavirus – I’m so glad we entered!
The event was again organised by the excellent Owen Motoring Club, at Weston Park near
Stafford on Saturday 14th March, for only
Historics. Non Historic cars were catered for
on the Sunday. The event consisted of ten
stages, run in pairs over 30 miles of smooth
tarmac, if you ignore the very wet and slippery
water splash used on Stages 1 & 2 and 9 & 10.
43 cars entered the event, and we were seeded as car 20, which was a surprise, given our
results to date in the Chevette!
Mike and I drove up on the Friday in the
sunshine for scrutineering, which the car
passed with no issues. On Saturday we woke
to a rather damp and overcast day, but in the
main the rain held off, apart from a few light
showers. The usual trailer park had been under water the previous week and the orgainsers had
wisely relocated it to a field, with a very narrow gravel road. So the first challenge was to off load
the chevette and park up the trailer without getting stuck on the soggy grass which boarded the road
on both sides. We managed it just, but a couple of cars were left stuck!.
The Big End - April 2020
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As already mentioned stages 1 & 2 contained the water splash, which has ended
many cars progress and famously the
whole of the DTV team many moons ago!
The first straw bailed chicane was treated
with respect, given the damp conditions
and the memory of last year, when we
completely locked up and picked up a
penalty for cutting it out completely!! The
tight section through the building complex
over the narrow bridge, proved equally
slippery and we slid side way over the
cattle grid at the exit. The water splash,
positioned at the end of the stage, was
equally slippery on the muddy gravel, not
helped by running semi slicks!
Having completed stages 1 & 2 with no real dramas, we set off on Stage 3, which after the first two
chicanes, turned slightly right up hill over a deceptive crest. On the crest the back of the car, without
warning, let go and we were off the tarmac and on to the very slippery grass. I just managed to catch
the slide, avoiding two trees and somehow managed to keep the car going in a big loop and
returned to the tarmac, but now behind car 21! And that’s where we stayed to the finish. We
repeated the same route for stage 4, but this time with a lighter right foot!
It was only after I got home, when I reviewed the in car video footage, that I realised how lucky we
had been to have missed the trees. At the time, it happened so quickly, my focus had been on
catching the slide, and the closeness of the trees hadn’t really registered. On reflection this was
probably a good thing as it would have meant a change in underwear!
As the day progressed the tarmac dried out,
but in places it stayed very slippery and a
couple of Minis went out after catching their
front wings on the large straw bales, positioned at the chicanes and a Volvo T-boned
a large tree on an innocent looking corner,
with the driver being extremely lucky to get
out un injured (it was a very sobering sight,
with the car an obvious write off).
The rest of the stages were completed with
no real drama, except stages 7 & 8 proved
interesting as the building complex was entered from the other direction. This meant
braking coming down over the cattle grid and
turning 90 left into a tight chicane and proved
equally as slippery as before and very sideways!
Thirty five cars finished the event and we ended up in 30th position overall and 3rd in class D for
the championship. Still off the pace, but our times are improving as I get use to the car. At least the
overheating issues have been resolved as well as the annoying oil leak from the distributor housing.
Not sure when the next event will be, probably not this year.

Cheers for now Doug
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Diary
2020
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLUBNIGHT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

DRINK & CHAT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

April
Fri 3rd
Sun 5th
Tue 7th
Thu 16th
Sun 19th
Sun 19th
24th-26th

NWL 12 Car Rally
F1 - Vietnam
NWL Clubnight - Fun Darts - The Red Lion, HH
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
NEL Juniper AutoSolo at Silverstone
F1 - China (cancelled)
WRC - Argentina

D
E
L
L
E
C
N
CA

May
Sun 3rd
Tue 5th
Sun 10th
Thu 21st
22nd-24th
Sun 24th

F1 - Netherlands
NWL Clubnight - Table Challenge - The Red Lion, HH
F1 - Spain
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH
WRC - Portugal
F1 - Monaco

D
E
L
L
E
C
N
A
C

June
Tue 2nd
Thu 18th

NWL Clubnight - Walking Treasure Hunt - The Red Lion, HH
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

?
D
E
L
L
E
C
N
A
C
Dates to reserve:

Who knows………
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